
From: Lynn mastroddi
To: Docket, Hearing; Borges Roman, Jennifer
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket NRC-2020-0021
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:06:38 PM
Attachments: 0978_001.pdf

Good Afternoon:

I am trying to find out what experience(s) Holtec has had in decommissioning a
power plant and could not find ANY information on prior experience.

I have gone on their website and found their letter to their employees (& investors?) 
about their "2019 in Review" and have found that they:
"Began the implementation of several new ambitious initiatives...", the first
new exciting undertaking is decommissioning of nuclear power plants';  "
our technology development"  "Devising state-of-the-art simulation technologies" 
"development of palliative technologies'
"Our decommissioning org has worked hard to finalize the Holtec Decom. Fleet
Mgmt MODEL..."
Their 2nd notable enterprise is their renewed drive to accelerate the
establishment of the storage facility in NM.
Their "vision" of below the ground canister storage.
Several innovative cask designs were developed in 2019 which will be
tendered for the USNRC's review & approval in 2020

How is this company even being considered?  What are their qualifications and
experiences.?  A response to these questions is requested!

I live one straight mile from the Indian Point Power Point, my sister & her family is
1.4 miles, one brother & his family is 2.3 and the other brother & family is 2.5 miles
away.

Thank you for your attention in this matter
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email in error or from someone who was not
authorized to send it to you, 
you are strictly prohibited from reviewing,
using, disseminating, 
distributing, or copying the email. Please notify the
sender immediately of 
the error by return email or telephone and delete this
message from your 
system. Thank you for your cooperatio*n.

-- 
Lynn Mastroddi
Ardsley UFSD, Business Office
914: 295-5538
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